
When Grace, 8 and Shelby, 7 see the Sunnyfield van pull up 
in the driveway, their faces light up with excitement. They 
can’t wait to get out the front door, because that van 
means a fun-filled day of adventure, making unforgettable 
memories, learning new skills and building lasting 
friendships. 

Grace and Shelby, who live with Rett Syndrome and 
epilepsy, love the adventure-filled vacation care program at 
their local Sunnyfield Community Services Hub. But 
«First_name» it’s not always easy for them to attend. 

“Shelby absolutely loves the activities she has at vacation 
care, from cooking to scavenger hunts! But when we both 
have to work, it can be hard for us to take her every day,” 
said Shelby’s mum.  

Grace’s mum agrees. “I want Gracie to take part in all the 
wonderful and inclusive programs Sunnyfield has on offer, 
but we must always have access to safe and secure 
transport,” she said.  

There are so many reasons why the girls and their 
families rely on Sunnyfield to provide transport services. 
And I know you understand the importance of having 
reliable, safe and accessible transport. 



 

With more than 24 Community Services Hubs and 50 shared living homes across NSW and ACT, the 
demand for appropriate means of transport is critical to hundreds of Sunnyfield clients, especially those 
in more remote locations where public transport and taxi services are not readily available. 

Every day, the Sunnyfield team use a small fleet of accessible vans to support and transport clients so 
they can enjoy the things that are important to them. Socialising, thrilling day trips, work, exercise 
classes, sports camps, grocery shopping…. quite simply, we need more vehicles on the road every day, 
supporting clients to live their lives exactly the way they choose. 

It means independence and pride. It means joy, and learning. It means connection and friendship – 
freedom, fun and laughter. 

Grace and Shelby are just two of the hundreds of Sunnyfield clients who benefit from our regular 
transport service, a service only possible with the help of people like you. 

That is why we are asking you to support our Tax Appeal with a tax-deductible donation today.  
Being able to purchase a new wheelchair modified van means we can continue to offer experiences  
to clients like Grace and Shelby. 

At a time that has been financially difficult for us and for all Australians, your  
kindness means so much. 100% of your donation today will help us  
purchase a new wheelchair modified van and make a world of difference for 
clients who can’t wait to go on their next adventure. Can we rely on you to  
dig deep and make a truly moving donation? 

 


